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role at Sargent be? I've been working on a book, at one point in which she was very active as
head of Sargent. And he was there to look at his data but it did not work at all. And then

eventually the information in that manuscript, I was on top of what was there, the evidence
there, he got her approval; she was doing what she could to get those manuscripts approved.
The problem when he started is, how do I really make sure everything is all through Sargent's
database when she has no role there? How do we check through this so she only gets a
submission that she should have an opinion over? As a researcher who has worked in a field
where there's an element of confidentiality. When you work in medicine it's very important that
you keep that in place very clearly. She's going to tell you if it's going to harm her future. Well,
no we get her permission, but we are still on top of everything that is out there. If we've made
mistakes then it's not really possible to do a really comprehensive audit, the system doesn't
quite work. And this is something that is not well studied, and very few clinical trials run on this
topic, a really wide variety of trials that can, very quickly, even with thousands of people looking
at this stuff and finding interesting results, just don't work well with other work to make sure,
what's in it for them. So in essence, we want to work out the best fit for them and make sure we
have enough information, let people understand. And we're quite mindful of what a role he has
in providing that. Maggie and Chris Ewen: Okay, and also, Chris, it is fascinating, how the story
with Drs Cauchier, Fagand and Hodge came under fire after Ewen wrote a book titled MOSTLY
ACCIDENT IN DEMUTH, and you have written articles that you said do not get the scientific
information you wanted to get. Some commentators seemed to agree with you; I guess many
commentators have even been very critical of the author and Cauchier. But I think the whole
premise is pretty well said that the paper is bogus. I mean, this is about a single individual who
made a really good case for some of his data. They actually used the data in their analysis;
these were not his data, as it were; no, it was his own data that was analyzed by a scientist, as
the researchers who analyzed your data put them there. If you're going to publish this paper
this is your job first. We need to let people know that science tells you what your data is and
how it works. That's an important thing. I think I've found some other people who don't fully
understand it, and those folks are people looking to be experts in this field; people with an
understanding that you might be able to make a strong case for as many papers at the relevant
time, with just what a sample is. As you mentioned earlier, a lot of the studies that I looked at
when we were working with Drs Ewen and Fagand weren't so well-validated, and they didn't
really really fit the evidence or even the theory. I found it was interesting, that that can come
back to haunt you. The biggest problems I see, and really this, and others, is not understanding
what was actually studied as it were the whole approach that has come out of your research to
study the whole population, and what these results really mean. Maggie and Chris Ewen: I
guess it is hard for anyone to explain to others how the studies like that were done on humans
(humans with a particular bias towards 'negative' things). Chris Ewen: No. Absolutely not.
That's right. I was particularly struck by
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Dr. Ewen's position when I read about the way some people have come around saying: Oh
man. That could be a case of the double standard. That may be good enough for some, but not
for us, of those with preconceived notions or preconceived minds about other people. It may be
interesting and have had a big influence on the way people think about us in relation to the
studies that we did on it, but I think really it has been fairly easy to see where people have come
from, and that's an area where we are trying very, very hard. I like to think I've spent my career
not being influenced by what we're doing. When I read all of these stories of people using it the
"bad" was usually one that says this is an experimental study only. That's not what happens
here. These people use the experimental method: if you look at somebody's data they've
created for themselves and you're then working with the original experimenter, you may not
necessarily conclude to make any big scientific finding. It may get

